Outcome Oriented Agility

Exercise Materials

Instructions

Index cards (for exercise 2)

Exercise 2 Worksheet

Exercise 3 Worksheet

Daily Scrum

Sprint

Exercise 2

What are the Outcomes?

- Goal: Brainstorm outcomes from a Sprint
- Write each outcome on a card
- Share your group's 7 to 10
- It's ok to remove or add an activity or a new outcome
- Vote on whether it's an outcome (stands up) or something else (stays down)
- Note: the activity is the
- Work towards having clear outcomes
- Solicit feedback on suggested outcomes
- Which ones would you keep going until done?
ACTIVITY: **Daily Scrum**

Exercise 2
Which Outcomes Matter?

- Open envelope marked ‘Daily Scrum’
- Briefly discuss an outcome
- Roman vote its priority (see descriptions in boxes).
- Place card in box based on vote
- Keep going until done
- Ask: Which is *most* important?

- Helpful But Not Critical
  Outcomes here

- Critically Important
  Outcomes here

- Irrelevant / Don’t Care
  (or not an outcome)
  here
Exercise 3
What are the Outcomes?

- Goal: Brainstorm outcomes from a Sprint
- Write each outcome on a card (one per card)
- Once your group has 7 to 10
- Briefly discuss whether you think it’s an outcome or an activity (or something else).
- Roman vote on whether it’s an outcome (thumbs up) or something else (thumbs down)
- Place card in box based on vote
- Keep going until done
- If you have time open the envelope marked ‘Sprint’
- Discuss the enclosed suggested outcomes. Which ones would you add?